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Abstract 
Captcha is stands for Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computer and Human Apart. As the increase of automated 
bots systems or software that misuse and corrupt the public web services, the user must required going through and solving a 
Turing test problem, before they are use web services. This Turing test is called Captcha. In this paper we have discuss an 
improved text-based captcha which is more secure, and more robust as compared to another Captchas. 
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1. Introduction 
Now a day’s everybody need web application. As the internet growth, its security is also becoming critical issue. 
There have been lots of abuse system and bot programs the corrupt and affect the web services. That is way websites 
uses Captcha to differentiate human and computer program apart1. CAPTCHAs come in various forms. Mostly text-
based Captcha is used that   simply an image format that contains alphanumeric characters that placed in front and 
distortion or degradation apply background of these images to make optical character recognition (OCR) cannot 
recognize these images2. A good quality captcha is robust and secure. A variety of CAPTCHA have been proposed 
and implemented, such as image labeling, text recognition, object identification, audio recognition and puzzle 
solving, video recognition3 
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2. Related work  
    We focus on Text-based Captcha because it’s mostly used; because easily implement and low cost .Optical 
Character recognition (OCR) is used to break text-based captcha4. In general OCR programs recognize characters in 
an image via three steps4: (1) pre-processing of the image to make the image suitable for further processing, (2) 
segmenting the image into regions in which each region contains only one character, and (3) identifying the 
character in each region. To lower the success rate of character recognition by the OCR programs, CAPTCHA 
systems usually distort the images in certain ways to complicate the steps OCR programs typically employ. As the 
OCR attacks are strong there is need to strong the text-based captcha so noise added, use colored backgrounds, use 
of various shapes such as thin lines, thick lines, circles and rectangles etc5. 
 
   Turing test first used by Alta-vista in 1997 that reduced spam .A distorted English word is given to user and ask 
user type the word6 .Gimpy was proposed by Blum and Von Ahn at Melton University. Gimpy captcha and EZ-
Gimpy developed by Henry Baird in Collaboration with yahoo to safe the chat room. Well known dictionary words 
are used (860) in gimpy and Ez-gimpy so it is easily broken by Greg Mori and Jitendra Malik with success rate 99% 
using object recognition algorithms7. Baffle Text based captcha is Xerox PARC version of gimpy captcha. A 
random alphabets or characters are picked to form a pronounceable text6. ReCAPTCHA is more secure text based 
HIP captcha has been proposed by the same authors8. Prominent text based CAPTCHA techniques have handwritten 
Word based CAPTCHA9. HVS Masking Characteristic has simple English alphabets that picked randomly and 
written by adding texture and edges noise10. The BotDetect™ is a chess base captcha where characters are 
embedded on chess board. All the characters are mix with chess board designers think it is hard to recognition. The 
Mega upload Captcha combine two mechanism first character overlapping and second mechanism is to make use of 
Gestalt psychology11. Question Based captcha have simple question and it proposes a simple math problem6. 
Securimage captcha is type of gimpy-r captcha in an image of securimage captcha black, white and shades gray is 
use.  Foreground color is white and back ground color is vary from black to gray. Other securimage captcha random 
arcs are used that are connected. 
 
3. Methodology of proposed work  
We have proposed an improved text-based captcha which is unbreakable, more secure, and more robust as 
compared to existing Captchas. We have proposed a new design of a Captcha which is a combination of randomly 
generated Mathematical algebraic equation and an alphanumeric word.  Different scenarios containing change of 
Font Style, change of Alignment, change of position, randomly generated words have been utilized to check the 
vulnerability of proposed captcha against known detection methods. The results obtained are really remarkable as 
compared to the existing style of Text based Captchas. 
3.1 Steps for the Proposed Model 
 
x Select the random digits and alphabets. 
x Make a string that have mathematical algebric equation using d and an alphanumeric word. 
x Generate an image and embed the above generated image on it. 
x Repeat the steps to 1,2,3 to make database of images. 
x One random image from data base is given to user. User fill the text that is shown is given image. 
x Then text fill by user is check with database if matches then user pass the test. 
x Along with this system captcha security also check using OCR. 
 
3.2 Proposed  captcha  
 
      A captcha is a combination of randomly genrated mathematical algebraic equation and an alphanumeric word 
shows in figure 1.  Generation of image containing different scenarios: 
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Figure 1: shows the proposed captcha. 
 
1) Change of font style: In earlier Captchas single font is used for every character. But in our proposed 
captcha there is multiple fonts is for every character. 
 
2) Change of Alignment: In our proposed captcha alignment of character is vary. They are not in a same line. 
  
3) Change of position: Every time when new captcha is generated the position of mathematical equation and 
alphanumeric word is varying means may be alphanumeric equation is at starting and mathematical 
algebraic equation at end. 
 
4) Randomly generated words: We are not using dictionary words because they are easily breakable. 
 
3.3 Optical character recognition(captcha attack) 
 
      Optical character recognition is a process that is used for breaking the captcha.  There are generally three steps 
of OCR : preprocessing, segmentation and recognition . The pre-processing stage is first stage of OCR that attempts 
to clean background noise, stray lines, and other unnecessary details. Image is binaries so that only important 
information is passed for further processing. Segmentation is most difficult task in OCR. Image is break in regions. 
These regions may be letters, words or any other region that will be processed further. The last stage – recognition 
involves identifying the region and classifying it as one from the domain of possible answers. 
4. Results  
    We have been check checking the vulnerability of proposed captcha against known detection methods. The results 
obtained are really remarkable as compared to the existing style of Text-based Captchas. In experimental results 
we take the database of 100 images and apply optical character recognition test on them we can see only 5 
times proposed system is break. The success rate of proposed system is 95%. We compare our proposed 
captcha with earlier captchas shows in figure 2. Results of different Captchas show in table 1. 
                Table 1 Result. 
Sr. no Name of captcha Percentage of breaking 
1 Gimpy 81% 
2 EZ-gimpy 92% 
3 Securimage 100% 
4 Cryptography 100% 
5 Mega upload 63% 
6 New proposed system 4% 
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5. Conclusion 
    Proposed model is text-based captcha that have various scenarios of text. To check the vulnerability of proposed 
captcha OCR is used. This technique is easily understandable and secure.   The proposed system is in progress 
phase. Combination text and audio system will be implementing as a future work. The proposed system provides 
great security as compare to earlier Captchas. 
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                Figure 2: Comparison of different captcha 
